Epidemiologic data are often clustered within multiple levels that may not be nested within each other. Generalized estimating equations are commonly used to adjust for correlation among observations within clusters when fitting regression models; however, standard software does not currently accommodate nonnested clusters. This paper introduces a simple generalized estimating equation strategy that uses available commercial or public software for the regression analysis of nonnested multilevel data. The authors describe how to obtain empirical standard error estimates for constructing valid confidence intervals and conducting statistical hypothesis tests. The method is evaluated using simulations and illustrated with an analysis of data from the Breast Cancer Surveillance Consortium that estimates the influence of woman, radiologist, and facility characteristics on the positive predictive value of screening mammography. Performance with a small number of clusters is discussed. Both the simulations and the example demonstrate the importance of accounting for the correlation within all levels of clustering for proper inference. clustered data; generalized estimating equation; generalized linear model Abbreviations: C1ID, observations belonging to cluster 1 (C2ID defined analogously); GEE, generalized estimating equation; ID, cluster-identifying variable; n-ID, ID for neighborhood; p-ID, ID for provider; PPV, positive predictive value.
Statistical analyses of epidemiologic studies often need to adjust for correlation among observations that arise in ''clusters.'' For example, outcomes for individual subjects may be clustered within providers and clinics. In other settings, clusters may arise from the repeated measurement of individuals over time in longitudinal studies or through social or geographic organization of individuals within communities or neighborhoods. Often, the multiple levels of clustering may not be perfectly nested within each other. For example, a population of patients may be treated at clinics served by a common collection of physicians, and physicians may practice at multiple clinics. Alternatively, correlation among healthcare utilization outcomes may be induced via shared providers or clinics and unmeasured geographic factors. When evaluating the relation between individual outcomes and variables measured at any cluster level, one must consider in a proper statistical analysis the potential correlation induced by unmeasured heterogeneity at each level of clustering.
One approach to analyzing multilevel data explicitly represents sources of unmeasured heterogeneity that induce clustering or correlation. Such methodology is referred to as multilevel, hierarchical, random effects, or mixed modeling and is implemented through computationally intensive maximum likelihood or Bayesian methods. In the case of one or two levels of clustering, nonlinear regression models (e.g., logistic regression) can be fit using standard software, such as SAS (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, North Carolina) and STATA (StataCorp LP, College Station, Texas), even when the clusters are nonnested. However, when interest is in marginal (population-averaged) effects, most conditionally specified multilevel nonlinear models do not directly address the scientific question and must either be marginalized to obtain model summaries or reparameterized to allow direct inference on marginal contrasts (1, 2) . Ritz and Spiegelman (3) and Wang and Louis (4) discuss situations when coefficients from conditional and marginal regression models are equivalent. Several authors provide guidance on how to determine whether marginal or conditional models are of scientific interest (2, 5, 6) .
When interest is in marginal effects, generalized estimating equations (GEEs) are commonly used (7) . Regression analyses based on GEEs directly model the marginal mean and may be computationally feasible even with large numbers of observations and clusters. Although popular statistical packages, such as SAS and STATA, easily fit generalized linear models using GEEs, they do not currently directly accommodate nonnested clusters. For nonnested, multilevel, binary data with two levels of clustering, Miglioretti and Heagerty (8) compare and contrast a marginalized multilevel model fit using a likelihood (Bayesian) approach and a simple three-step, moment-based GEE method that uses standard software. In this paper, we describe this extension of GEEs, which is straightforward to implement and has the potential to deal with several levels of clustering. We evaluate the approach using simulated data and illustrate the method using data from the Breast Cancer Surveillance Consortium, with which we estimate the influence of woman, radiologist, and facility characteristics on the positive predictive value of screening mammography.
GENERALIZED ESTIMATING EQUATIONS APPROACH
Let Y i represent the outcome of interest for the ith observation, i ¼ 1; . . . ; N: We first consider the case when Y i is clustered within two nonnested levels, C 1 and C 2 (e.g., a single outcome observed on each patient clustered within physicians and clinics where physicians may practice at more than one clinic). We model the influence of a p 3 1 vector of covariates X i on the marginal mean l i ¼ E Y i jX i ð Þ using a generalized linear model (9) :
The covariates X i may be measured at the level of the observation and/or the level of one or both levels of clustering.
GEEs were originally introduced for analysis of clustered data that arise through repeated measurements of individuals in a prospective longitudinal study. Standard software implementations of GEEs allow the user to select a ''working correlation'' matrix that is used to form a weighted version of the standard regression estimator. The specific choice of the correlation model is not crucial for valid inference (7) . A ''sandwich variance'' estimator is empirically calculated from the data, and this accounts for arbitrary correlation among observations within a cluster. Thus, it is possible to simply use an independence working correlation matrix, which does not modify the estimated regression coefficients but provides inference on coefficient estimates that properly accounts for correlation within the specified clusters. In addition, if multiple clusters are perfectly nested, GEE clustering on the top level cluster accounts for the multilevel correlation structure through the sandwich variance estimator (10) . For nonnested clusters, we detail use of GEEs with ''working independence'' to obtain the necessary sandwich variance calculations to provide valid standard errors for regression coefficients.
Implementation of GEEs requires a cluster-identifying variable (ID) that signifies potentially correlated outcomes. The sandwich variance is estimated by the sum of weighted residual cross-product terms w j Y j ÿ l j ÿ Á 3 w k Y k ÿ l k ð Þfor all pairs of observations that are from the same cluster (with weights w j and w k specific to the regression model). One way to view this correction is through a simple logical operation on the ID variable. If ID(j) ¼ ID(k), the observation pair (j, k) contributes a term to the sandwich variance estimator. For nonnested multilevel data, empirical covariance contributions from pairs of observations that are clustered on any one of the clustering variables need to be included. For example, if we have an ID for provider (p-ID) and an ID for neighborhood (n-ID), we need to include correlation contributions whenever (p-
. Viewed logically, we can evaluate the ''or'' operation using (share p-ID) or (share n-ID) ¼ (share p-ID) þ (share n-ID) -(share p-ID and n-ID). This connection reveals how we can use standard software to obtain a standard error correction for clustering within both providers and neighborhoods. Using GEE clustering on p-ID will include all cross-products that share a provider, and GEE clustering on n-ID will account for all intraneighborhood correlations. Finally, subtraction of cross-product terms for observations that have been counted twice, because they share both provider and neighborhood, is accomplished by using GEE clustering on the unique combinations of provider and neighborhood. This reasoning also demonstrates why analysis of perfectly nested clusters requires clustering only on the top-level cluster. If providers are nested within neighborhoods, observations that share p-ID also share n-ID; therefore, the third term (share p-ID and n-ID) is identical to the first term (share p-ID).
More generally, let C1ID identify observations belonging to the same cluster C 1 , C2ID identify observations belonging to C 2 , and C1C2ID identify observations belonging to both C 1 and C 2 . The covariance matrix for the estimated regression coefficientsb is simply a linear combination of three covariance matrices estimated via GEE:
where V 1 , V 2 , and V 3 are the covariance matrices estimated from working independence GEE models clustering on C1ID, C2ID, and C1C2ID, respectively. The mathematical derivation of this result is provided in Miglioretti and Heagerty (8) . Note thatb for all three models will be identical when using working independence. Givenb and Vb , standard Wald-based confidence intervals and test statistics may be calculated.
Sample SAS and STATA code for fitting a logistic regression model using the GEE approach with two levels of clustering is included in Appendix A.
Extension to more than two levels of clustering
The GEE approach can be extended to more than two levels of clustering; however, the number of models that must be fit grows quickly with increasing numbers of cluster levels (2 K ÿ 1 fits are required for K levels of clustering). For example, three levels of clustering, C 1 , C 2 , and C 3, require fitting seven models: three clustering separately on each of the clustering factors; three clustering on each of the pairwise combinations of the cluster levels; and one clustering on the combination of all three cluster levels. The corrected covariance matrix is given by the addition of the first three covariance matrices minus each of the second three matrices plus the final matrix. This calculation follows the logical representation of (share C 1 ) or (share C 2 ) or (share C 3 ) using (share C 1 ) þ (share C 2 ) þ (share C 3 ) ÿ (share C 1 and C 2 ) ÿ (share C 1 and C 3 ) ÿ (share C 2 and C 13 ) þ (share C 1 and C 2 and C 3 ). Mathematical details are provided in Appendix B.
Performance with a small number of clusters Sandwich variance estimates were originally proposed for use with independent data having nonconstant variance (heteroskedasticity) and for correlated longitudinal data. In each of these scenarios, typical applications involve hundreds of observations or clusters, and the empirical standard error estimator has been shown to perform well. However, when the number of independent clusters is small, the use of GEEs with a sandwich variance estimator has been shown to be anticonservative, resulting from biased standard error estimates (11, 12) .
Mancl and DeRouen (13) overview several corrections to improve small-sample performance including the following: resampling methods such as the bootstrap or jackknife; alternative tailored sandwich estimators that explicitly account for the estimation of the regression coefficient; and a simple scaling by K= K ÿ p ð Þ , where K is the number of clusters and p is the number of regression parameters. Use of the jackknife correction involves multiple reestimation of the regression coefficients after removal of an independent block of data (usually one cluster). This approach could be adopted for estimation of the sandwich variance components (V 1 , V 2 , V 3 ) that form the basis for estimation with nonnested data; however, direct use of jackknife methods is not straightforward when data have a crossed correlation structure, because independent blocks are not easily identified. Alternatively, the simple scaling correction, K= K ÿ p ð Þ, could be easily applied to each covariance matrix before they are combined. When the number of clusters within a level is less than 50, some sensitivity analysis is warranted to evaluate the potential for small-sample bias.
ILLUSTRATIONS USING SIMULATIONS
In this section, we use simulations to demonstrate the potential magnitude of standard error adjustment that can result from proper correction for clustering within nonnested levels and to evaluate our proposed method. We show the inaccuracy that may result from adjusting for only one level of clustering and demonstrate that the proposed GEE correction for both nonnested levels of clustering provides standard error estimates that approximate the true sampling variability and thus provide for valid inference. Previous research has shown that sandwich variance estimates can perform poorly when the number of clusters is small and correlation within clusters is large (13) . Therefore, we present a series of simulations where we vary the number of clusters and the strength of dependence (or equivalently the magnitude of heterogeneity among the clusters).
We considered two levels of clustering in the generation of the data, and we generically refer to one level as provider with identifying variable p-ID and the second level as neighborhood, identified by the variable n-ID. Examples of such data include health-care utilization outcomes where observations are grouped into geographic units such as ZIP codes or census tracts (neighborhoods), but observations are also clustered into medical clinics (providers) or reliability studies where each medical image (forms neighborhood) is read and classified by multiple radiologists (providers).
To simulate data, we initially (scenario 1) created J ¼ 30 provider IDs (p-ID) and K ¼ 50 neighborhood IDs (n-ID). For each combination of p-ID and n-ID, we generated between i ¼ 1 and 5 binary observations, Y jki , representing a dichotomous outcome measured on individuals from provider j and neighborhood k. In contrast to other sections where we represent an outcome as Y i , in this section we subscript using individual (i), provider (j), and neighborhood (k) to make explicit the level at which the covariates are measured. We generated Y jki with a marginal regression model structure using a provider-level covariate X 1,j , a neighborhood-level covariate X 2,k , and an individual-level covariate X 3,jki ,
where b 0 ¼ -1.5, b 1 ¼ b 2 ¼ 0.5, and b 3 ¼ 0.25. Each binary covariate was generated from a Bernoulli distribution with a prevalence of 0.5. Correlation was induced using normally distributed random provider and neighborhood effects with standard deviations of 0.5 and 1.0 for scenario 1. Additional scenarios differed from the first scenario as follows: J ¼ 20 and K ¼ 80 to illustrate performance with a very small number of clusters for one dimension; correlation present in only one level of clustering (either within-provider only or within-neighborhood only); and smaller within-cluster dependence using random effects standard deviations half the size used for scenario 1.
We used marginalized random effects models to generate the data (14) , which permit fixing the marginal logistic regression parameters while allowing us to vary the magnitude of unexplained variation across both providers and neighborhoods. We generated 5,000 simulated data sets and estimated marginal logistic regression parameters b using GEEs with working independence. For standard error estimation, we compared naïve estimates assuming independent data, GEE estimates clustering on p-ID only, GEE estimates clustering on n-ID only, and the proposed three-step correction for clustering on both neighborhood and provider. Because we explore scenarios with relatively small numbers of clusters, we applied the simple scalar correction discussed in the previous section, multiplying the empirical variance estimator by J= J ÿ p ð Þand K= K ÿ p ð Þwhen using GEEs to cluster on p-ID and n-ID, respectively. For consistency, we also applied the correction when clustering on the combination of both p-ID and n-ID, although the size of this correction is quite small (e.g., JK= JK ÿ p ð Þ¼1; 500=1; 496 for scenario 1). The simulation results show that inference for regression parameters can be quite inaccurate unless properly accounting for clustering (table 1) . For example, in the initial scenario (scenario 1), the naïve standard error is estimated on average as 0.046 for b 3 (corresponding to the individuallevel covariate), while any of the clustering corrections yield an estimated standard error approximately 10-fold smaller. The naïve estimate also yields standard errors for the coefficient of the neighborhood covariate, b 2 , that are approximately 25 percent too small (0.047/0.061 ¼ 77 percent) and therefore contain the true parameter value only 91 percent of the time rather than the nominal 95 percent coverage. Table 1 shows that inference regarding the provider-level covariate is approximately correct when clustering on provider, but The results of the simulations in table 1 suggest that the proposed standard error estimator provides approximately correct inference for a range of plausible scenarios. For example, confidence interval coverage of the proposed estimator is between 93 percent and 95 percent for the situations considered, while naïve methods that do not adjust standard errors or correct for only one level of clustering yield confidence interval coverage ranging from 42 percent (for the neighborhood covariate in scenario 3 where we cluster on provider only, but in reality correlation is purely within-neighborhood) to 100 percent for naïve estimates of individual-level effects.
APPLICATION
In this section, we demonstrate use of our proposed approach to adjust for correlation within multiple levels of clustering when estimating the influence of woman, radiologist, and facility factors on the positive predictive value (PPV) of screening mammography. Mammography outcomes are clustered within women, radiologists, and facilities, and these clusters are not necessarily nested, because women may go to different facilities and because mammograms taken on the same woman may be read by different radiologists. In addition, radiologists often interpret mammograms at more than one facility. Data were collected by the Breast Cancer Surveillance Consortium (http://breastscreening. cancer.gov), a National Cancer Institute-sponsored collaboration among seven population-based mammography registries in the United States (15) . Each registry prospectively collects demographic, risk-factor, and clinical information each time a woman receives a mammogram at a participating facility. Mammography registries link to regional or state cancer registries and pathology databases to determine cancer status. This study includes mammograms from four of the seven Breast Cancer Surveillance Consortium mammography registries: Group Health Cooperative in western Washington, New Hampshire Mammography Network, San Francisco Mammography Registry, and the Vermont Breast Cancer Surveillance System. Each registry has approval from its institutional review board to collect these data for research purposes.
Our analytical goal is to estimate the influence of woman-, radiologist-, and facility-level characteristics on the PPV of screening mammography. We include three woman-level factors previously shown to influence mammography performance: age, mammographic breast density, and time since previous mammography (16, 17) . In addition, we include the radiologist average annual volume of mammography interpretation and the rural/urban makeup of the facility's population of patients. Previous studies have found conflicting results for the effect of radiologist volume on interpretive performance (18) (19) (20) , and determining the effects of reader volume on interpretive performance was listed as a priority in the recently released Institute of Medicine report on improving breast-imaging quality standards (21) . No previous studies have examined differences in mammography performance by urban/rural location of the facility.
We offer the following statistical model. PPV is estimated from mammograms with a positive assessment (i.e., those recalled for additional workup). Thus, we included all mammograms given a BI-RADS (22) 
We fit this logistic regression model assuming independent observations (naïve model) and using the proposed GEE strategy to adjust for correlation within women, radiologists, and facilities. All models are additionally adjusted for mammography registry; however, results by registry are not shown for confidentiality reasons.
RESULTS
Of the 584,784 screening mammograms performed from 1998 to 2002, 62,226 mammograms (10.6 percent) on 57,015 women were recalled for additional workup by 169 radiologists at 56 facilities (table 2) . Among these recalled mammograms, 2,531 were associated with breast cancer within the 1 year, resulting in a crude PPV of 4.1 percent. The majority of women (92 percent) were recalled on only one mammogram, 8 percent were recalled on two separate examinations, and less than 1 percent were recalled on three or more examinations. Radiologists recalled 12-2,233 screening mammograms (median ¼ 266) with 6-8,798 mammograms recalled from each facility (median ¼ 695).
Based on the raw data (table 2), the PPV of screening mammography increases with age. PPV is lower for women without a previous mammogram and for women with denser breasts. PPV is highest for radiologists who interpreted an average of more than 4,000 mammograms per year. There are no clear trends between PPV and urban/rural makeup of the facility's population of patients. Table 3 displays the influence of covariates on the odds of breast cancer given a positive assessment, adjusted for other covariates in the table and mammography registry, along with 95 percent confidence intervals estimated from the naïve (unadjusted) model and models adjusting for correlation within women only, radiologists only, facilities only, and all three levels of clustering. As expected, the odds of having breast cancer following a positive mammogram are significantly higher among older women and among women screened 3 or more years prior relative to those screened more recently. The PPV is higher for women with denser breasts, but this is not statistically significant. Although women with denser breasts are at higher risk of breast cancer (24), mammography is also less accurate in these women (16, 25) , which would lower the PPV. Radiologists who interpret more than 4,000 mammograms a year have significantly higher PPV relative to most other volume groups; however, in general, the relation between interpretive volume and PPV is not monotonic. PPV is lower for facilities with less than 50 percent of their patients from rural areas, but this is not statistically significant after adjusting for correlation within clusters.
In general, if covariates vary only between clusters, variance estimates will be larger after adjusting for correlation within that cluster. For example, when adjusting for correlation within radiologists, we found that the variance estimates for radiologist volume increase compared with the naïve model. A similar pattern can be seen for the urban/ rural makeup of the facility when adjusting for correlation within facilities. In contrast, if a covariate varies only within clusters (all clusters have outcomes measured for all levels of the covariate such as in cross-over trials), the corresponding variance estimate will decrease after adjustment. There are no covariates that vary only within clusters in this study. When covariates vary both within and between clusters, as is the case here when considering all three levels of clustering, it is difficult to determine a priori if adjustment for correlation will result in smaller or larger variance estimates. However, comparing the confidence interval widths in table 3 reveals some clear patterns. Adjusting for correlation within women had little to no effect on the confidence intervals. Perhaps this is because there are few observations per woman, with most women contributing only a single observation. Adjusting for correlation within radiologists and facilities had a small and inconsistent effect on the woman-level covariates but considerably widened the confidence intervals for radiologist and facility factors, which tend to vary more between than within radiologists and facilities. For example, the odds ratio comparing radiologists with an annual interpretive volume of 2,501-4,000 with those with a volume of greater than 4,000 has a confidence interval of 0.51, 0.72 using naïve methods. Clustering only on radiologist yields a 1.7-fold wider confidence interval of 
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we describe a simple GEE method that accounts for correlation within multiple nonnested clusters when fitting marginal generalized linear models. The approach relies on a working independence assumption coupled with a multistep method for obtaining empirical standard errors using standard software. These corrected standard errors may be used to calculate confidence intervals and to conduct Wald hypothesis tests. Sample SAS and STATA code for implementing the GEE approach with two levels of clustering is included in Appendix A. Extensions to three clusters are straightforward.
The proposed GEE method relies on empirical covariance estimates. When the number of clusters is small (<50 clusters), these estimates may be biased. In our simulations, we explored the use of a simple approach that scales the variance estimates to correct for this small-sample bias. This correction has been found to perform well (13) and is easy to apply when using our proposed approach for nonnested clusters.
Both the simulations and the application demonstrate the importance of accounting for the correlation within all levels of clustering for proper inference. Accounting for clustering within only one level could lead to biased variance estimates for factors measured at other levels and possibly even factors measured at the level of clustering accounted for, depending on how the factor varies within and between the other unacknowledged clusters. When covariates vary both within and between clusters, as is typically the case when there are multiple levels of clustering, it is difficult to determine a priori how adjustment for correlation within clusters will influence variance estimates. In some cases, such as for the woman-level factors and the accuracy parameters estimated in the application, adjustment may not lead to important differences, while in other cases, factors found to be highly significant without adjustment may lose statistical significance after proper adjustment for clustering. This was found in the application when testing the influence of the facility's urban/ rural makeup on PPV. Given this potential for biased inference, it is important to report variance estimates and hypothesis tests that adjust for all levels of clustering or to conduct a sensitivity analysis to ensure that results are not biased by unacknowledged clustering within the data.
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Other matrix functions may be performed on the covariance matrix V using STATA. For example, the vector of estimated variances can be obtained by selecting the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix using the command ''mat var¼vecdiag(V)'' and printed using the command ''matlist var. ' 
where V k is the estimated variance from a working independence GEE clustering on C k . V kl clusters on unique combinations of C k and C l , and V 123 clusters on unique combinations of C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 .
